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·ABSTRACT - --

Two inlet .control systems for a naturally. ventilated swine- fi~iahing barn 
were colQpared during winter on the basis of temper,ature regulation, C02 and 
NH3 concentration•, and electricity consumption. The barn wa• fitted with 
continuou• above-centre pivot rotatin& doors in the •idewalls and a 
continuou• ridge opening. 

The nonmodulated •ystem used thermostats, compressed air, and air cylinders 
to totally open or close the air inlets. Barn temperature fluctuations of 
6-1o•c within a 30 to 35 minute period were noted for any given location. 
C02 concentrations ranged between 1500 and 3500 ppm depending on whether the 
inlets were open or closed. NH3 remained rather constant at 6-8 ppm. 

The modulated control system used thermostats, a gear motor, and a time 
delay to step the inlets open and closed. At animal level, barn temperature 
fluctuations of about l-3•c were noted for any given location. C02 
concentrations ranged from 2800-3200 ppm, and NH3 concentrations from 
5-7 ppc. 

Papers presented' before CSAE meetings are considered to be the property of 
the Society. In general, the Society reserves the right of first publication of 
such papers, in complete form1 however, it has no objection to publication, in 
condensed form, with credit to the Society and the author, in other publications 
prior to use in the Society's publication. Permission to publish a paper in full 
may be requested from the CSAE Secretary, Suite 907, 151 Slater Street, OCtawa, 
Ontario, KlP 5H4. The Society is not responsible for statements or opinions 
advanced in papers or discussions at its meetings. 
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INTRODUCTIOH 

Th• ventilation •1•t•• in an1 liveatock buildin1 directl1 affect• th• 

air velociti••, air exchanae ratea, air flow pattern• and thermal pattern• 

within th• buildina. How each parameter ia affected depend• in part upon th• 

ventilation ayatem uaed. There ha• been a recent reauraence of intereat in 

naturally ventilated live•tock buildin1• 1 and of attempt• to eatabliah th• 

effect of different deai1n parameter• on ventilation performance. To reduce 

the fluctuations of ventilation parameters such aa air temperature and speed 

vhi,ch were common in naturally ventilated buildings, some sort of control 

mechanism is desirable, particularly in warm buildings. One type of 

commercial control system uses a thermostat to initiate the movement of large 

ventilation doors, for example in the sidewall• of a swine barn. This system 

could be considered nonmodulated in that the doors, when activated, moved 

iamediately to the fully open or fully closed position. Experience indicated 
- ... - - . . 

that •uch a aystim could- result in larae, rapid tempera~u~e ~iuctuations in - ~- ... - - -

-
_the barn. A modified veraion ~f thi• system, wherein the element ·moving tne_ 

ventilation doora wa• chanced from a compressed air cylinder to an 

electrically driven gear motor and linear actuator is now available. The 

addition of time delays in the control circuitry permits the doors to slowly 

open or close in small increments, thus resulting in a modulated system. A 

local farmer was recently converting from a nonmodulated to a modulated 

system, presenting an excellent opportunity to compare the performance of 

each system in the same naturally ventilated barn. 

Contribution no. I-938, from Engineering and Statistical Research Centre, 
Research Branch, Agricu~ture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KlA OC6. 

Mention of specific manufacturers names is for information only, and does not 
imply endorsement over other' manufacturers of similar equipment. 
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REVIIW or LITIRATUU 

Natural ventilation ha• been d••cribed by Bird and D• Brabander1 (1981) 

and Milne (1983) a1 beina a •low replacement of air from the inlet to th• 

outlet. Choini~r• 1t al. (1986) •howed that airflow pattern• were different 

for •wnmer (i1othermal) verau• winter nonisothermal conditiona. Thia was due 

to difference1 in densities of air entering the building as well as the low 

pre••ure differences normally involved with natural ventilation. According 

to their observations ',and using the corrected Archimedes numbers as discussed 

by Leonard and McQuitty (1985), the winter air flow patterns should remain 

constant for outdoor temperatures below the O-s•c range. 

In Belgium, Daelemans et al. (1986) demonstrated that there was no 

animal performance advantage to using a fan ventilated system as compared to 
-- ; 

· a well i!lsu-lated ;c naturally ventilated buil(ting. ::-. In- this _,_ case-, __ large_ 

-
aidewall doors and chimneys were adjusted manualry. Pig fee-d conversion 

ratio, daily gain, mortality, and carcass quality were similar for both types 

of ventilation systems. 

In the United Kingdom, Spackman et al. (1983) and Anon. (1984) reported 

the capability of an automatically controlled, naturally ventilated (ACNV) 

system to maintain indoor temperature between 19-21•c in cold weather. The 

automatic controls included a gear motor and linear actuator which allowed 

the ventilation doors to open or close in small increments, resulting in a 

modulated ventilation system. It is a system quite similar to one which has 

been used in Ontario since 1984. 

: >_ 
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Str&m and Mor1in1 (1984) 1tudied a 11milar buildin1, except a manually 

controlled rid&• openina wa1 u1ed in1tead of th• chimn•J•· They found that 

indoor temperature wa1 maintained between 15 and 1e•c whil• outdoor 

temperature varied between -20• and o•c. 

Bird and De Brabandere (1981) meaaured indoor temperature fluctuation• 

of s-1o•c in an automatically controlled, but nonmodulated, naturally 

ventilated barn. Borg and Huminicki (1986) reported work carried out in two 

ACNV hog barns, one having a modulated type, and the other a nonmodulated 

type of ventilation system. The nonmodulated system resulted in cyclical 

temperature fluctuations, corresponding to the opening and closing of 

ventilation doors, whereas the modulated system did not. As well, the former 

reaulted in greater temperature fluctuations than did the latter. Borg and 

Huminicki again raised the queation of what frequency and magnitude of 

-- temperature fluctuation are accepta~l~ in a · hog· barn. : 

According to Curtis (1983), an animal could survive and grow in a 

variety of temperature zones. The optimal temperature range for animal 

growth can be called the thermal comfort zone. This zone is somewhat above 

the lower critical temperature (LCT), but below the upper critical 

temperature (UCT). ChoinUre et al. (1986), discussed these part"icular 

temperatures and temperature zones and concluded that the •optimal• zone for 

finishing hogs was between 17 and 19•c, the •cool• zone between 15 and i1•c, 

and the •cold• or discomfort zone was below lS•c. These temperatures and 

zones are repeated here in Table I. 
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In Manitoba, Hodakin•on and Sheridan (1984) noted that •om• producer• 

u•ina naturally ventilated barn• experienced more pia health problem•, auch 

•• haemophilua pneumonia. It waa felt that thi• waa due to atr••••• cauaed 

by barn temperature fluctuation• of 5-1o•c over a 5- to 10-minute period. 

Nienaber et al. (1986), concluded that temperature cycle• of 12•c or more 

ahould be avoided. Zhen Yao (1986) alao emphasized that temperature 

f luctuationa of more than a few degree• ahould be avoided, and aa a result 

encouraged the uae of control systems on naturally ventilated barns. 

Concerning power consumption of naturally ventilated barns, MacDonald et 

al. (1985) reported that the operating costs for fan ventilation averaged 

$0.44/hog produced as compared to $0.04/hog for natural ventilation. This 

was based on electricity at $0.045/kWh. 

--
: .. .· OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this study was to compare the -performance of a 

modulated versus a nonmodulated natural ventilation system in the same swine 

barn by considering temperature profiles and fluctuations, gas levels, and 

relative humidities obtained with each system. As well, the electric power 

consumption of each system was to be compared. 

.· -- . 
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TIST !ROCIDURIS AND INSTRUMINTATION 

Th• barn monitored. waa a 10.8 x 23.0 m naturally ventilated 

1rowin1/finiahin1 barn owned by A. de Witt. Spencerville, Ontario. A cro•• 

aection of thia barn i• ahown in riaur• 1. Th• barn waa oriainally fitted 

with a nonmodulat•d ventilation 1yatem compriaed of two thermo1tata, 

comprea1ed air hydraulic cylinders which opened or closed ventilation doors, 

1olenoid valve1 and of course an air compressor. In operation, the 

thermostat, on temperature rise or fall·, would actuate the solenoid valves 

which in turn caused the hydraulic cylinders to fully open or close the 

ventilation doors. The maximum opening of the doors was adjustable. 

In the winter of 1985, the operating system that controlled the 

ventilation doors was changed to a modulated type. This system comprised two 

thermostats. time d~lays, and ~gear motor .driven •ctuato~s ~that op-_n~d o~ 

· closed the ventilation doors. The adjustable -timer control activated the 

thermostat periodically, for example, every three minutes, which in turn 

activated the 24V de gear motor to open or cloae the ventilation doors. 

Another adjustable timer controlled how long the gear motor was energized 

after being activated, for example 3 seconds. This short period only allowed 

the doors to move in increments of about 20-30 mm, thus providing modulation 

to the operation of the system. The thermostats had a dead band of about 

2•c. Both the nonmodulated and modulated system were distributed by Faromor 

Inc., Waterloo. Ontario. 
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A• indicated in Piaur• 1, 20 T-type thermocouple• were uaed to ••n•• 

temperature• over a croaa ••ction of the barn at about aidl•nath. A weather 

atation inatall•d next to the barn provided outaid• temperature, RH, wind 

•P••d and direction. Durina a teat, all readina• were taken at 10 • 

interval•, and tranaferred via a datalo11•r to an IBM PC for further analyai• 

uaing co111Dercial aoftware (Lotu• 1-2-3). A land drain•&• program (HacDrain) 

was used to plot isothermal contours from the data. 

' Air flow patterns were observed using air current smoke tubes. Carbon 

dioxide (C02) and ammonia (NH3) levels were determined using a hand pump and 

gas detection tubes at four locations (Figure 1). Relative humidity was 

determined using a sling psychrometer while air velocitiea were determined 

using a hot-wire anemometer. 

- ----
Energy conswnption ot -e_ach sys-tem-was monitored by a- kilowatt-hour 

meter. Only the ventilation equipment was monitored, i.e, power consumed by 

1 

lighting was not included. No supplemental heat was provided in the barn. 

I 
For comparison, test periods for the modulated and nonmodulated systems 

were chosen such that outside conditions (temperature, wind speed and 

direction) were similar. Test periods selected were March 26, 1985 for the 

nonmodulated system and March 17, 1986 for the modulated system. Reference 

data for these test periods are given in Table II. 

~-
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Durin1 teata with th• nonmodulated •1atem, the windward doora were 

clo1ed and only th• leeward door• were uaed for ventilation control. With 

the modulated ayatem, th• windward door• were u1ed for ventilation control. 

Aa explained by Choinitre et al. (1986), poorer ventilation performance, a1 

indicated by areater temperature f luctuationa and laraer cold or un1table 

zone1, would be expected when ventilatin1 with windward door1. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Temperature 

Figures 2 and 3 show the temperatures monitored at five different 

locations in the same barn cross section for a 40-min test period. These 

curves were considered typical for the ventilation systems monitored. 

CTemperature "fluctuatlons _=vere_ up to io·c -for •ny g'iven location with the ---

no~odulated system, but were_ less than 3•c vi th the- modulated system. As -

well, the nonmodulated system produced more rapid temperature changes 

coinciding with the opening of the ventilation doors. In Figure 3, this is 

observed at about 35-min intervals. Inspection of other data (not shown in 

Figure 3) indicated that this time interval decreased with outside 

temperature, being about 7-10 min when the outside temperature was -20• to 

-1o•c. This cyclic, large, rapid change in temperature was not apparent with 

the modulated system (Figure 2). 

The different temperature zones produced by each system are shown in 

Figures 4 and 5. As well, proportions of floor area in each temperature zone 

are given in Table III. Less of the floor area was considered to be a cold 
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reaion, and more conaid•r•d to be a warm r•aion with the 11e>dulat•d ayatem aa 

compared to with th• nonmodulated ayatem, even thou1h th• modulated ayatem 

uaed windward door• for ventilation. 

Temperature f luctuationa, ob1erved with each 1yatem are 1hown in 

Fiaurea 6 and 7. Temperature• appeared much more stable, particularly at 

animal level, with the modulated ayatem. 

The percentages of time each of four locations at animal level were 

within particular temperature ranges are given in Figures 8 and 9. With the 
'• 

nonmodulated system, the two locations on the leeward (inlet) side of the 

barn were in a cold zone much of the time. With the modulated system, only 

one location was found to be in a cold zone, and even then for only a small 

portion of the time. 
·: 

.· 

Overall, operation with the inodulated system resulted in more of the 

animal area being in the optimal or warm zones, and as well reduced the range 

of temperature fluctuation. 

Although not specifically recorded, the farmer observed that the 

manuring habits of the hogs were better with the modulated system as compared 

with the nonmoduated system, particularly during periods when the outside 

temperature was fluctuating widely. This might be attributed to the smaller 

range of temperature fluctuation observed in the sleeping area of the pens 

with the modulated system. 
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Ga• and humidit1 level• 

Table IV liata 1a• and humidity level• noted durin1 th• teat period. A• 

th• readina• were taken manually. they could not be taken aimultaneou•ly or 

continuou•ly. With th• nonmodulated •Y•t•m, readin1• were taken when th• 

doora were cloaed, and again about 10 minutes after the door• opened. 

With the modulated system, gas and humidity levels remained stable. C02 

levels were lowest near the inlet (about 150.0 ppm), increased towards the 

opposite side of the barn, and were highest near the ridge outlet (about 

3000 ppm). RH levels also appeared to be higher near the ridge. 

With the nonmodulated system, C02 levels changed considerably, depending 

of course on whether the doors were open or closed. These large changes in 

·co2 ~eve~a appeared to cofncid~ with fluctuations in a1r temperature; ~hat 

is, as the air temperature dropped, so did the C02 level. · This would b.e 

consistent with the fresh air being cooler and of course lower in C02 1 and 

the air following a path essentially from the inlet, to the opposite side of 

the barn and then drifting up to exhaust at the ridge. These results are 

also consistent with those of Branigan and McQuitty (1971) and West (1977) 

showing gradients of gas levels from the inlet to the exhaust for a 

':"- ;. ... 

mechanically ventilated barn. Again, RH levels were higher near the ridge as 

compared to at pig level. However, RH did not appear to depend strongly on 

whether the doors were open or closed. This would suggest that absolute 

humidity was decreasing since temperature was decreasing, both as a result of 

incoming fresh air. 

-. 
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Slectrical •na•ry conauaption 

Ov•r •qual on•-y•ar p•riod•, th• nonmodulat•d •Y•t•m con•um•d 157 kWh ot 

en•r&y while th• modulated •y•t•m con•um•d l kWh. Although th• modulated 

•ystem uaed l••• •n•ray, it is important to note that neither aystem used a 

aignificant amount when compared to what might be expected with a fan 

ventilated barn. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Based on measurements taken during this study, it appears that there is 

a direct relationship between C02 level and air flow patterns in the barn. 

Further work is required to establish more completely and quantitatively this 

relationship. Attempts could then be made to estimate ventilation rates in a 

--
na"turally ventil~ted -b~i_lding by -measuring C02 ievela a~ a- minimum ·nU:Jllber- of 

specific· locations. As C02 at animal level would be of prime interest, it 

would be beneficial to know the correlation between C02 level at animal level 

and other specific locations in the barn, where for example a C02 sensor 

might be more conveniently located. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of a nonmodulated (doors fully open or fully close ) 

ventilation system was compared to that of a modulated (doors open or close 

incrementally) system. Data were collected over two years in the same 
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barn -- one year with one 1y1tem, th• 1econd year with the other. For 

compari1on, 1hort time period• were 1elected in each of the two year• when 

outdoor condition• (temperature, wind •P••d and direction) w1r1 1imilar. 

The r11ult1 of thi1 1tudy 1how that: 

1. T1mp1ratur1 fluctuation• at pia level (less than 3•c) with the 

modulated system were considerably less than thoae occurring with 

the nonmodulated aystem (up to io•c). 

2. A much smaller proportion of the floor area (at animal level) would 

fall within the cool or cold zones with the modulated system than 

with the nonmodulated 1ystem. 

3. C~2 levels in -the barn fluctuated greatly due to the c~mplete 

opening and closing of doors with the nonmodulatea system. 

4. C02 levels increased along with temperature in the direction of air 

flow from the inlet, across the barn and up to the open ridge. 

5 . The energy consumed by the modulated system was relatively much 

less than that consumed by the nonmodualted systems, however in 

both cases the overall amount consumed was extremely small. 
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TABLI I TIMPDATURI RANGIS FOR DlnDIMT COMFORT zoos roa FINISHING 
PIGS, AIRS!KID (0.3 al• 

Zone 

Warm 

Optimal 

Cool 

Cold 

Unstable 

= 
: 

Temperature Rana• De•cription 
c·c> 

19-25 Between optimal and UCT 

17-19 Comfort 

15-17 Between LCT and optimal 

< 15 Below LCT, ~iscomfort 

. · 

Std. Dev. of any point 
> o.5·c 

De La Fara• (1981), 
YouHf (1985) 

De La Farge (1981), 
Yousef (1985) 

De La Farge (1981) 

De La Farge (1981), 
Curtis (1983) 

_ . 
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TAILI II VIATHD CONJ>ITIOMS roa THI DST !DIODS roa Ttm TWO 
VINTILATION STSTIMS 

Monmodulated Modulated 

Date 85.03.26 86.03.17 

Out•ide temperature c·c> 
Averaae -3.28 2.11 
Std. Dev. 0.15 0.22 

Vind •peed (m/•) 
Averaae 5.74 3.83 
Std. Dev. 0.92 0.69 

Vind direction 
Average S61. 1•w s11.3•v 
Std. Dev. 1. 2· 8.9• 

Relative Humidity (%) 
Average 42.5 87.3 
Std. Dev. 1.6 2.0 

TABLB III PERCENTAGE OF FLOOR AREA IH KACH 
OF FOUR THERMAL ZOHES FOR THE 'J.'VO VENTIUTIOH 
SYSTBllS 

Zone Honmodulated Modulated 

Cold 44 11 

Cool 25 35 

Optimal 31 35 

Va rm 0 19 

.· 
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TAILI IV T'f!ICAL C02 1 NH3 1 AND NI LIVILS NOTID WITH 
THB 'l'WO VINTILATION STSTIMS 

Inlet Oppodta Near 
Parameter• Sy•t•m mid• •id• ridae 

C02 (ppm) Nonmodulated 
doors open 1300 1800 2300 
door• closed 3100 2700 3500 

Modulated 1500 2400 3000 

NH3 (ppm) Nonmodulated 
doors open 4.5 2.5 5 
doors cloaed 5.0 5.0 6 

Modulated 4 6 6 

RH (%) Nonmodulated 
doors open 60 60 70 
doors closed 60 60 70 

Modulated 62 65 70 

Avg. temp. Nonmodulated 
c·c> doors open 11 18 20 

doors closed 19 22 23 
Modulated 16 20 21 

- . . - . . - - -:... -. ·. 
~ 
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·<!) • • .-(!)· 2100. 

.. I 1500 
• • ~ 

900 

Length. of the building .. : ........ :_ .............. ~ .. -~ ..... -23 O® mm 
: _No. of off -center -pivot -fotatir1g doors-.... ~ ..... -17 

-- -Overall insulation ............................................ -3.6 RSI 
Scissor truss construction 
Orientation ...................................................... North -South 
Date of construction ... .... ........ ........................ 1982 
• Temperature sensors 
A C02• NH3, RH, Measurement 
(!) ffierm0stat 
All dimensions are in millimetres 

-.. ·--: -'":· 

4350 

3100 
• 

' 
2500 

Fig. 1 Cross section of barn shoving location of thermocouples 

and C02, NH3 and RH measurements 
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Fig. 2 Temperatures at five locations using the modulated 

ventilation system (86.03.17) 
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